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Developmental genetics 

•  development and cell differentiation 

•  positional information 

•  Drosophila model 

•  Hox genes and the conserved 
developmental toolkit 



development in multicellular 
organisms:  

•  development is the process by which an adult 
organism is built from a fertilized egg 

•  every cell has the same genome, but ends up 
performing distinct functions 

•  the process of differentiation and specialization 
produces unique cell types, tissues, organs, organ 
systems, etc. 

•  this is accomplished largely through differential 
gene regulation, i.e. shutting off certain genes 
while activating others 



Gilbert, Developmental Biology, 4rd ed. 

Development in Xenopus laevis  



cell differentiation 

•  the process of differentiation involves changes in 
gene expression which progressively narrows down 
the types of genes expressed  

•  Most cells of adult animals are fully differentiated 
and locked into a specific cell fate 

•  However, there are some exceptions; pluripotent 
stem cells are found in a number of tissues 

•  These retain their ability to develop into a range of 
specialized cells to replenish those that are lost 
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can produce any cell type or tissue 
the animal can produce 

can give rise to most but not all cell 
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can give rise to a 
limited number of 
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Adult stem cells are 
multipotent 



Developmental genetics 

•  development and cell differentiation 

•  positional information 

•  Drosophila model 

•  Hox genes and the conserved 
developmental toolkit 



positional information 

•  Positional information is the term for the cues 
and signals that together inform a cell about its 
relative position in the embryo 

 
where am I? 

embryo 

cell 



positional information can be conveyed 
through morphogen gradients 

•  a morphogen is a substance whose presence in different 
concentrations directs different developmental fates 

•  idea of “formulative substances” such as this were 
originally proposed by Morgan (1901) and developed by 
Bovieri (1901) 

•  Turing further developed these ideas and coined the term 
“morphogen” (1952) 

•  Morphogen gradients were further developed and 
championed by Wolpert in the 1960’s, who proposed the 
“French Flag Model” of morphogenesis 
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determined! anterior posterior 

•  the concentration of a molecule 
in space can determine cell fate 

•  at high concentrations, cells will 
adopt a “blue” fate; at intermediate 
concentrations, cells will adopt a 
“white” fate; at low concentrations, 
cells will adopt a “red” fate 

•  Substances whose presence in 
differing concentrations directs 
developmental fates are called 
morphogens 



Anterior/Posterior Patterning in Limbs 

A morphogen derived from the mesenchyme at the posterior end of the AER is 
responsible for anterior/posterior patterning in the limb. If cells from the zone of 
polarizing activity (ZPA) are grafted anteriorly, a mirror image of the autopod forms. 
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that will develop into limb morphogen concentration wing phenotype 
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experiment from MacCabe, Gassling, and Saunders (1973) 
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Thaller and Eichele dissected the limb 
buds from thousands of st. 21 chick 
embryos and used HPLC to purify retinoic 
acid from the homogenates. The RA was 
found in the posterior limb bud, but not 
the anterior limb bud. The RA purified 
from the limb buds was able to induce 
duplicated, symmetrically arrayed digits 
when grafted back into limb buds. 

Thaller and Eichele (Nature 327:625; 1987)  

© 1991 Nature  Publishing Group

© 1991 Nature  Publishing Group

retinoic acid 
implicated as the 
morphogen in chick 
limb development 



Developmental genetics 
•  development and cell differentiation 
•  pattern formation 
•  Drosophila model 

–  life cycle 

–  embryonic development 
– maternal effect genes 
–  anterior-posterior axis formation (maternal 

coordinate, gap, pair-rule, segment polarity, and 
hox genes) 

•  Hox genes and the conserved developmental 
toolkit 



•  Drosophila are a model 
species for animal 
development 

•  Development has been 
extensively studied in this 
model 

•  They have short 
generation times, going 
from egg to adult in ~10 
days 

•  Egg to larva development 
occurs in only 24 hours 



Body axes 
anterior-posterior : head to tail 
dorsal-ventral : back to front 
left-right  



Segmentation along the 
anterior-posterior axis 
 
•  Segments are determined 

during embryogenesis  

•  always the same number and 
position of segments 

•  these repeated segments 
carry through to larval stage 

•  during pupal stage, these 
segments are given distinct 
identities seen in adult 



Wieschaus Nüsslein-Volhard 

•  conducted a mutant screen to identify 
genes involved in segmentation 

•  used a mutagen to induce mutations 
randomly throughout the genome, bred to 
create lines with only one mutation each 

316 Physiology or Medicine 1995

The particular mutagenesis strategy we adopted depended on two facts
established about the Drosophil a genome in the early 1970s.  First, mutagen-
esis experiments involving small, cytologically defined chromosomal regions
(Judd et al., 1972) suggested that, regardless of the total molecular com-
plexity of the Drosophil a genome, only about 5000 genes present in the DNA
were essential for viability under laboratory conditions. This number set an
upper limit on the genes essential for embryonic development. Second, a

Table 1: Results of  Heidelberg Mutagenesis Experiments.      Numbers are totals for experiments  on thr X chromoso-

me and the two major  autosomes. The number of mutations in the various classes have been corrected using

the Poisson distribution to account for those lines containing multiple mutations.

Results of mutagenesis screens
Total lines established and tested 26978

Lethal mutations 18136
Mutations causing embryonic lethality 4332

Mutations causing embryonic phenotypes 580
Complementation Groups (Genes) 139

detailed analysis of flies monosomic or trisomic for various genomic regions
(Lindsley et al., 1972) suggested that although flies are normally diploid, a
single copy of most genes was sufficient for viability. This meant that most
loss-of-function mutations would be recessive and could therefore be main-
tained in heterozygous stocks. These two observations suggested that the
requirements for gene activity during Drosophila embryogenesis could be
surveyed in large scale (but limited) mutagenesis experiments. If transcrip-
tion of a gene was essential for embryonic development, homozygous embry-
os should develop abnormally when that gene was eliminated. If the gene
played a specific role in patterning or cell fate, most structures in the affec-
ted embryo would be normal; the defects limited to specific regions of the
body or specific tissues. Based on these defects, it should be possible to
reconstruct the normal role of each gene. In that view, all that was required
for a saturating survey of development was to make enough mutant lines,
and to be able to recognize defects by looking at embryos.

•  looked for recessive embryonic 
lethals (embryos died when 
mutations were homozygous) 

 
•  characterized the mutant 

phenotypes of these genes 

•  discovered that these mutant 
phenotypes fell into distinct 
categories 

©          Nature Publishing Group1980



Classes of mutations identified genes involved 
in segmentation 

1.  Maternal genes: mutants are missing an entire 
pole (head or tail)  

2.  Gap genes: mutants are missing large contiguous  
 stretch of segments 

3.  Pair-rule genes: mutants are missing parts of 
alternating segments (every other segment) 

4.  Segment-polarity genes: defects affect patterning  
 within each of the 14 segments 

5.  Homeotic genes: defects alter the identity of one  
 or more segments 



about these classifications… 
•  this classification of genes identifies where they 

are expressed in time (during development) and 
space (where physically in the embryo) 

•  the 5 classes of genes are expressed in 
sequence during embryogenesis 

•  most genes identified are transcription factors 

•  earlier expressed genes affect transcription of later 
expressed genes 

 



Maternal 
 
 
 
Gap 
 
 
 
Pair-rule 
 
 
 
Segment 
polarity 
 
 
 
Homeotic 
 

expression pattern 
(of one gene in category) 

establish gradients from anterior to 
posterior poles of eggs 
 
 
 
define broad regions in the egg 
 
 
 
define 7 segments 
 
 
 
define 14 segments 
 
 
 
 
define identity of each segment, 
what adult structures will form 
 

gene 
category function 



Maternal effects on pattern formation 

•  Maternal effect genes encode products that the 
mother supplies to the egg to direct embryonic 
development 

•  These are supplied either as mRNA or as protein 

•  Zygotic genes are also involved in 
developmental processes; these are transcribed 
in the embryo (zygote) 



Tadros & Lipshitz, 2009 

The maternal to zygotic transition 

maternal mRNA/
protein 
 
early embryonic 
(zygotic) gene 
expression (just 
a few genes turn 
on) 
 
full zygotic 
expression 
activation (most 
of the zygotic 
genes turn on) 



 pattern of inheritance for maternal effect genes 

•  For maternal effect genes the genotype of the mother 
determines the phenotype of the zygote 

 

mother      father 
A+A-   x   A+A-  

 
 

A+A+, A+A-, A- A- 
genotype 

 

all A+ 
phenotype  

F1 

mother      father 
A+A-    x   A-A-  

 
 

A+A-, A- A- 
genotype 

 

all A+ 
phenotype  

F1 

mother      father 
A- A-     x    A+A- 

 
 

A+A-, A-A- 
genotype 

 

all A-A- 
phenotype  

F1 

example, autosomal recessive maternal effect gene 
A+ is wild type, A- is mutant 



Maternally supplied gene products begin 
patterning of the anterior-posterior axis 

•  Most of the early acting genes that establish the 
anterior-posterior axis encode transcription 
factors 

 
•  Interaction of the transcription factors with 

regulatory sequences of target genes provides 
spatial control of gene expression 

•  Spatial and temporal control of gene expression 
results in subdivision of a Drosophila embryo into 
its characteristic segments 



maternally deposited bicoid mRNA is localized at the anterior pole, diffuses 
into a gradient as it is translated into Bicoid protein   
 
maternally deposited nanos mRNA is localized to posterior pole, diffuses into 
a gradient as it is translated into Nanos protein 

anterior (head) posterior (tail) 

localized maternal mRNAs are translated into protein gradients 



maternal A-P axis gene mutants affect an entire pole of the larva 

mothers 
homozygous for 
bicoid mutations 
produce embryos 
with two tails and 
no head 

Wild-type  

bicoid mutant       



Are these factors morphogens,  
like in the French Flag model? 

anterior posterior 

anterior posterior 

 
But do they affect cell fates in a 
concentration dependent 
manner? 

Bicoid 

Nanos 
concentration 
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Yes, they do form concentration gradients… 
 



Position Determination by bcd 
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Figure 5. Dependence of bcd Protein Distribution on the Number of bcd + Copies in the Maternal Genome 
(A1-A4) Anti-bcd immunostaining of whole mounts of embryos from females with one to four copies of bcd +, (B1-B4) Relative immunostain intensi- 
ties in embryos from females with one to four copies of bcd ÷ (closed squares, heavy lines). Each graph includes measurements of control embryos 
with the wild-type number of bcd copies (maternal genotype osk le6, lacking pole cells) stained in the same batch (open squares, dotted lines). 
Values posterior to 80% egg length reach background levels, varying from batch to batch (see also Driever and NL~sslein-Volhard, 1988). Genotypes 
are as in Figure 4. 

Gradient  Interpretat ion 
Our data do not permit us to determine how directly and 
with what precision cell fate is correlated with b c d  protein 
concentration. It appears unlikely that minute concentra- 
tion differences lead directly to qualitatively different re- 
sponses of target cells. Rather, it appears that a small 

number of regions are determined by different concentra- 
tion ranges of the b c d  protein. Gradient interpretation 
probably involves a concentration-dependent activation of 
zygotic target genes of the gap class, in line with the seg- 
mentation model of Meinhardt (1986). This would subdi- 
vide the anterior of the embryo into a series of discrete, 

copies of 
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Figure 4. Dependence of the Fate Map on the Number of bcd ÷ Copies in the Maternal Genome 
(A1-A4) Living embryos at gastrulation (stage 7) from females with one to four copies of bcd +. Arrows indicate the position of the head fold (% egg 
length). (B1-B4) Expression pattern of eve in embryos from females with one to four copies of bcd +. Maternal genotypes: Df(3R)LINI+ (A1 and B1), 
wild type (A2 and B2), T(Y,3)MA9P[I(Y,'3)AI09 d (A3 and B3), and Dp bcd÷51Dp bcd+5; +/+ (A4 and B4). 

centrations of b c d  protein at the anteriormost egg region 
exceed those reached in control embryos, while in em- 
bryos from hemizygous females the highest b c d  concen- 
trations detected in control embryos are not reached at the 
anterior tip. All these abnormal genetic condit ions give 
rise to normal hatching larvae. It appears that above a cer- 
tain level, acron and head development is induced, but 
the b c d  concentration is apparently not responsible for the 
further subdivision of this region. A higher than normal 

b c d  concentration does not appear to be deleterious, and 
for survival it is not necessary to achieve wild-type levels 
at the anterior tip. As long as a certain range of b c d  con- 
centrations is provided, the shift in the fate map along the 
axis can be compensated for later in development. On the 
other hand, a slight further reduction of the maximum con- 
centration does lead to the absence of anterior structures, 
lethality, and the development of more-posterior struc- 
tures at anterior positions. 

Bicoid protein position of head fold 

% embryo length 

Bicoid 
determines 
anterior 
structures in a 
concentration-
dependent 
manner 
 
is a 
morphogen! 

higher copy number =  
more bicoid =  
larger head region  

Driever & Nusslein-Volhard (1988) Cell 



Gilbert, Developmental Biology, 6th ed. 

embryo 

Bicoid represses 
caudal translation 

Nanos represses 
hunchback translation 



•  these interactions between maternal 
factors are regulating translation 

•  the rest of the interactions in this pathway 
are regulating transcription 

•  for example, maternal genes activate or 
repress expression of gap genes 



Bicoid positively regulates  
hunchback transcription 

•  Bicoid protein is a transcription factor, binds to cis-
regulatory sequences (enhancer) of the hunchback gene 

 
•  Hunchback mRNA is produced above a certain Bicoid 

threshold, resulting in a distribution of hunchback that is 
steeply graded, with a sharp boundary 



Bicoid also activates transcription of different 
downstream genes at different concentrations 

http://biology.kenyon.edu/courses/biol114/Chap11/Chapter_11.html 

bicoid mRNA 

bicoid protein 

hb in green 
Kr in orange 



segmentation is a  
hierarchical transcriptional network 

•  earlier genes encode transcription factors that bind to 
regulatory regions of later genes and affect their 
transcription 

•  these later genes affect transcription of even later 
genes, and so on… 

•  these regulatory relationships can be activating or 
repressing 

•  these regulatory relationships are happening in space 
(i.e. determined by local concentrations of transcription 
factors in particular parts of the embryo) 



hierarchical transcription network 

transcription 
 start site 

transcription 
factors 

gene cis-regulatory region 
(or enhancer) 

protein 

transcript 

activation 



hierarchical transcription network 



repression 

repressor hierarchical transcription network 



Maternal 
 
 
 
Gap 
 
 
 
Pair-rule 
 
 
 
Segment 
polarity 
 
 
 
Homeotic 
 

expression pattern 
(of one gene in category) 

establish gradients from anterior to 
posterior poles of eggs 
 
 
 
define broad regions in the egg 
 
 
 
define 7 segments 
 
 
 
define 14 segments 
 
 
 
 
define identity of each segment, 
what adult structures will form 
 

gene 
category function 
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gap gene mutant larvae have a continuous 
stretch of segments deleted 

Nusslein-Volhard & Wieshaus, 1980 

Kr mutant 
kni mutant 

shaded areas correspond to the areas absent in mutant embryos 

wild type wild type 



gap genes 
 
•  are expressed in broad 

domains 

•  are regulated by 
maternal genes 

•  regulate each other 

•  will regulate pair-rule 
genes 

gap gene expression across the embryo 



Maternal 
 
 
 
Gap 
 
 
 
Pair-rule 
 
 
 
Segment 
polarity 
 
 
 
Homeotic 
 

expression pattern 
(of one gene in category) 

establish gradients from anterior to 
posterior poles of eggs 
 
 
 
define broad regions in the egg 
 
 
 
define 7 segments 
 
 
 
define 14 segments 
 
 
 
 
define identity of each segment, 
what adult structures will form 
 

gene 
category function 
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pair-rule gene mutant larvae have parts of 
alternating segments deleted 

Nusslein-Volhard & Wieshaus, 1980 

eve mutant odd mutant 

shaded areas correspond to the areas absent in mutant embryos 

(eve) (odd) 

wild type wild type 



Schroeder M D et al, (2011) Development  

development time pair-rule 
genes 
 
•  are expressed in a 

pattern of 7 stripes 

•  are regulated by 
maternal genes and 
gap genes 

•  regulate each other 

•  will regulate 
segment polarity 
genes 



how are pair-rule genes regulated? 

stripe specific cis-regulatory 
elements (enhancers) 

•  each stripe of a pair rule gene may have its own 
enhancer element 

 

•  these enhancers will bind the transcription factors 
(products of gap and maternal genes) that are present in 
that portion of the embryo 



activator and repressor TFs bind to enhancers to turn on 
expression of pair-rule gene in a narrow stripe 

eve  
stripe 2 
enhancer 

Lodish et al, Molecular Cell Biology 

anterior posterior 

positions of 
TFs along the 
embryo 



activator and repressor TFs bind to enhancers to turn on 
expression of pair-rule gene in a narrow stripe 

eve  
stripe 2 
enhancer 

Lodish et al, Molecular Cell Biology 

anterior posterior 

positions of 
TFs along the 
embryo 

eve is transcribed only where activators are bound, but repressors are not 



transcription of eve gene in stripey pattern at 
particular places in the embryo determined by TFs 

all 7 eve stripes, 
most have unique 
enhancer, bind different 
combinations of TFs 

stripe 2 regulation: 
activated by Bcd 
repressed by Gt 
and Kr 

Stripe 3,4,6,7: 
repressed by 
Hb, Kni 



wild-type 

no GT protein in 
embryo 

no GT binding sites 
in stripe 2 enhancer 

wild-type 
enhancer 

eve stripe 2 expression 

eve stripe 2 

gt- mutant 

Gt binding 
sites 
mutated 

anterior expansion 
of eve stripe 

 
same phenotype! 

Small, Blair, & Levine (1992)  



what have we learned about regulation of 
gene expression from these studies? 

•  concentration of transcription factors in time and 
space can control transcription of downstream 
genes by binding to their enhancers 

•  different enhancers can control different places 
where genes are expressed 

•  studies of eve stripe 2 enhancer have been a model 
for discovering many “rules” about how enhancers 
and transcription factors work! 
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Gap 
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Segment 
polarity 
 
 
 
Homeotic 
 

expression pattern 
(of one gene in category) 

establish gradients from anterior to 
posterior poles of eggs 
 
 
 
define broad regions in the egg 
 
 
 
define 7 segments 
 
 
 
define 14 segments 
 
 
 
 
define identity of each segment, 
what adult structures will form 
 

gene 
category function 
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segment polarity mutants have parts of each 
segment deleted 

Nusslein-Volhard & Wieshaus, 1980 

ptc mutant 
gsb mutant 

shaded areas correspond to the areas absent in mutant embryos 

wild type wild type 

        ed 
(ptc) (gsb) 



segment polarity genes 

•  are expressed in a pattern of 14 stripes 

•  are regulated by pair-rule genes 

•  regulate each other 

Tomlin & Axelrod (2007) 

showing 
expression of 
two segment 
polarity 
genes, 
 wg in green 
 en in red 



Maternal 
 
 
 

Gap 
 
 
 

Pair-rule 
 
 
 

Segment 
polarity 

 
 
 

Homeotic/
Hox 

 

expression pattern 
(of one gene in category) 

establish gradients from anterior to 
posterior poles of eggs 
 
 
 
define broad regions in the egg 
 
 
 
define 7 segments 
 
 
 
define 14 segments 
 
 
 
 
define identity of each segment, 
what adult structures will form 
 

gene 
category function 



expression pattern 

gradient from head 
to tail or tail to head 
 
 
broad expression 
domains (1-3 wide 
bands) 
 
 
seven stripes 
 
 
 
fourteen stripes 
 
 
 
 
variable, see other 
info on hox genes! 
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how do we go from repeating segments to 
distinct segmental identities? 



hox genes! 
•  The 14 segments of the embryo acquire their unique 

identities through the action of the Hox genes 

•  these genes code for transcription factors, that 
regulate many downstream genes 

•  different regions along the embryo express different 
combinations of HOX genes, and these combinations 
define different positional identities (leading to the 
development of different organs and cell types) 

•  they contain a DNA-binding domain known as a 
homeobox (hox genes are a subset of homeobox genes) 

•  mutant hox genes can cause homeotic phenotypes 
(hox genes are a subset of homeotic genes) 



Homeosis is a replacement of a body part with 
another, apparently normal body part �

(W. Bateson, 1894)

wild-type 
antennapedia mutant: Antenna are 
transformed into metathoracic (second 
second thoracic segment) legs. 

image from Dr. Rudi Turner, via Interactive Fly  



hox genes in flies 

•  Ed Lewis systematically worked out the 
structure of hox genes in flies in the 1950’s 

 
•  The five genes of the Antennapedia complex 

and the three genes of the bithorax complex 
are both found on chromosome 3 of Drosophila 

 
•  The order of the genes in the clusters reflects 

their order of expression, from anterior to 
posterior 



Antennapedia complex  bithorax complex  

hox genes are expressed  
in the anterior-posterior axis  

in the order they are on the chromosome 



E. Lewis 
wild-type 

ubx mutant 

wild-type flies have 
only one pair of 
wings! 
 
UBX is responsible. 



E. Lewis ubx mutant 

wild-type flies have 
only one pair of 
wings! 
 
UBX is responsible. 

If ubx is non-functional, then the 
pink T3 segment above (normally 
wingless) 
 
is instead assigned the mint green 
function of the T2 segment (which 
has wings) 
 
this essentially duplicates the T2 
segment where T3 should be 



combinations of 
different hox genes 
in space specify 
segment identity 



The homeobox is a highly 
conserved DNA-binding 
domain

Hox genes have 
homeobox domains 

(and are a subset of homeodomain-containing TFs) 

lab 
pb 

Dfd 
Scr 

Antp 
Ubx 

abd-A 
abd-D 

 
consensus 

Carroll et al, DNA to Diversity, 2005 

alignment of homeodomains of Drosophila homeotic genes 
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•  Hox genes and the conserved 
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Drosophila Dfd/ Hox4B 

Drosophila 
Amphioxus 

mouse 
human 

chick 
frog 

Fugu 
Zebrafish 

Carroll et al, DNA to Diversity, 2005 

the discovery 
of Hox genes 

in other 
animals quickly 

followed! 



what about 
organization and 
function of Hox 
genes in other 
animals? 
 
just a few years 
later! 



Hox genes are expressed in 
overlapping domains to determine 
segment identity 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/variation/hoxgenes/ 
based on Wellik (2007) 



Colinearity of genes and gene 
expression 

 



Hox genes cause homeotic phenotypes 
 in all animals 

lumbar vertebra is 
transformed into a 
thoracic vertebra 



Swalla, 2006 

Hox genes for all! 



•  hox genes are just one example of how 
conserved developmental genes and 
processes are across evolutionary time 

the conserved  
“developmental toolkit” 



Loss of eye in PAX6 mouse mutant  

Expression of eyeless (PAX6) protein in Drosophila  

Pax6 is a 
highly 

conserved 
transcription 

factor 
involved in 

making eyes 



Futuyma, 

Alberts, et al, Molecular 
Biology of the Cell, 4th ed.  

Drosophila 
Pax-6  

squid 
Pax-6 

supplying PAX6 from mouse and squid produces 
ectopic eye structures in Drosophila 

mouse PAX-6 in fly 



Expression of Distal-less family genes in the primordia of 
various animal appendages 

Futuyma, 

butterfly larva velvet worm marine polychaete embryo 

mouse sea urchin larva larval sea squirt 

arrows point to expression of Distal-less family genes 



•  hox genes are just one example of how 
conserved developmental genes and 
processes are across evolutionary time 

•  these conserved genes and developmental 
processes can be altered to produce new 
structures 

the conserved  
“developmental toolkit” 



Alberts, et al, Molecular Biology of the Cell, 4th ed.  

The En transcription factor is critical to 
producing the cerebellum in mouse 



Co-option of developmental circuits in the evolution of novelties 
(Part 2) 

autopod = wrist/digits 



77	



Developmental genetics 

•  development and cell differentiation 

•  positional information 

•  Drosophila model 

•  Hox genes and the conserved 
developmental toolkit 


